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AB3TMCT 

Zt Is common knowledge that a collar shrunk on a shaft produces 

stress concentration in the shaft beneath the ends of the collar* 

Because of much laboratory work, the detrimental end effects have 

been alleviated to some extent* No analytical work has yet been 

presented which completely formulates the end effect problem* This 

thesis is an attempt to present a complete picture of a special 

problem* It is hoped that more difficult problems may be solved 

by extending the theory developed here* 



INTRODUCTION 

What ora ond effects in shrink fits and why investigate them? 

The shrink fits to bo discussed will consist of a collar shrunk on a 

long shaft* The end effects will propagate themselves into a region 

near the position of first contact* They soon die out and a uniform 

stress situation will occur everywhere except in the sone near the 

position of first contact* These end effects may cause , among other 

things, (l) a variation of pressure between the two bodies, and (2) a 

variation in bending stress and hoop stress along the bodies* When 

end effects cause stresses greater than those predicted by elementary 

theory, it is desirable to modify the analysis to take those end effects 

into account* 

The problem of end effects in shrink fits as well as press fits 

has received treatment in the literature. It was early recognised that 

end effeots cause stress concentrations* 3h the case of rotating 

specimens subjected to cyclic loads, failure occurs at much lower 

loads than in the case of rotating specimens which are not members 

of press or shrink fits* The stress concentration presumably causes 

local cracks, which are propagated as a result of the cyclic loading, 

ultimately producing a fatigue failure* Thua and Wunderlich* in 1934 

showed that it was possible to lower the endurance limit, i*e*, 

fatigue limit, of a teat specimen by as much as fofty-five per cent 

by making the specimen the inner member of a shrink fit before applying. 

* See bibliography for references* 



the load. In 1935 Petersen and Wahl observed similar results and stated* 

"Failure at the edge of fitted members are not uncommon in practice"* 

Typical examples of field failures tabulated, by Thum and Wunderlich 

include vhaol seats on vehicles, gear wheel seats, couplings, pulley 

and flywheel seats, armature seats, crankshafts of reciprocating 

engines, piston rods, roller bearing race seats, airplane propellers, 

vehicle springs, transmission lines, steel rope, and wire* 

As a result of various experimental tosts made by the previously 

mentioned investigators and others, methods were discovered for im¬ 

proving the fatigue strength of press fitted members. The methods of 

improvement include (l) rounding off the comer of the female member, 

(2) grooving an nnnulnr notch in the side of the female member near 

the zone of contact, and (3) producing compressive stresses at the 

outer surface of the male member by either cold working or heat treat¬ 

ment* The first two methods decrease the stre33 concentration by lower¬ 

ing the contact pressure in the region whore contact begins* 

All of the situations considered up to this point wore concerned 

with a solid shaft as the male member. Horger and Buchwalter in 1941 

performed rotating cantilever beam fatigue tests on both solid and 

tubular axles about seven inches in diameter using steel of about 

SAB 1045 analysis* The interest in tubular axles resulted from cer¬ 

tain advantages of a tubular axle over a solid one* For a given out¬ 

side diameter the tubular axle weighed about one-third less. The thin 

tubular section offered a better opportunity for heat treatment and 

favorable use of residual stresses* It was also claimed by the authors 

that a tubular axle had less "unsprung iiaight" which would reduce 
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impact stresses* The teats, vers made on solid ’’as forged" shafts and 

on tubular shafts with various types of heat treatment* The types of 

heat treatment consisted of flans hardening, hot rolling, water quench¬ 

ing, and water quenching with tempering* The tempered axles which 

were water quenched and the flame hardened axles exhibited greater 

fatigue resistance than the solid specimens* The other tubular axles, 

had essentially the same endurance limit as the solid ones* One con¬ 

clusion to be drawn from the tests is that the heat treatment played a 

far more important role in determining endurance limit than the change 

in shape from solid to tubular section* 

In 1946 Horger and Cantley published results of certain tests on 

different crarikpins* All specimens were 9 2/2 inch diameter crankpins 

made of plain carbon steel, normalised and tempered, containing 0*52 

per cent carbon and 0*80 per cent manganese* large double-ended canti¬ 

lever type fatigue machines subjected the crankpin and wheel assemblies 

to rotating-bending stresses* The standard design was a straight 

cylindrical pin pressed in the center of a wheel with a straight 

cylindrical bore and was made of a forged steel, normalised, tempered, 

and rouch machined in accordance with American railroad specifications* 

The variations in design from the standard design, listed in the order 

. of favorable results, were (1) flame hardening the surface of the male 

member, (2) cold working the surface of the male member, and (3) 

rounding off the corner of the female member. All three of the varia¬ 

tions from the standard design gave more favorable results in fatigue, 

than the standard design* Even in the case of flame hardening, which 

gave the best results, shallow fatigue cracks started in the wheel-fit 
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portion at bending stresses much below those required to propagate the 

cracks to complete fracture. 

Analytic methods for predicting stresses in shrink fits date back 

over 2.00 years. In 1833 Lams7 published his famous solution to the 

shrink fit problem of two cylindrical bodies of equal length tdth a 

uniform pressure between them. 

By means of Fourier integrals, FSppl solved in 1928 the problem 

of a cylinder of infinite length acted upon by a ring of axially 

symmetrical forces. Naturally the stresses directly beneath the load 

were infinite in magnitude. 

in 1941 M* ¥• Barton considered the problem of a solid circular 

cylinder with a band of uniform pressure acting on a finite length of 

the surface. The resulting stresses were expressed as infinite series, 

which were evaluated for special cases. For a loaded length one-half 

the diameter of the cylinder, the tangential stress at the surface of 

the cylinder reached a value ten per cent higher than the applied 

pressure. 

II. W. Rankin considered in 1944 the problem of a thin disc shrunk 

on a shaft of such great length that the shaft may be considered in¬ 

finitely long. The actual radial pressure between the short rang and 

solid shaft ms assumed to be constant. The stress distribution duo 

to the disc was evaluated in a numerical form. The results from 

Barton*s paper checked closely with those of Rankin. 

In 1945 Tranter and Graggs reported on the stress distribution 

in a long circular cylinder when a discontinuous load ms applied to 

the curved surface. The discontinuity was the same as that studied ty 
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Barton and Ranldn* The analysis made use of certain complex variable 

techniques* A result of the analysis was that the effects of the dis¬ 

continuity in the axial direction died out within a distance of about 

three radii away from the discontinuity* Another problem investigated 

by the same authors in 1947 involved stresses near the end of a semi- 

infinite cylindrical shaft with a uniform radial pressure applied only 

on a finite strip at the end of the shaft* 

In 1951 H* Olcubo published a paper on the two-dimensional 

problem of a semi-infinite elastic body compressed by an elastic plane 

of finite width* TScubo suggested that solutions to the problem may be 

extended to the case of a shaft press-fitted tilth a collar, since if 

the diameter of the shaft is large relative to the length of the collar, 

the two problems reduce to one* tfcubo claimed that the contact pressure 

had a tendency to concentrate at the edge of the loading plane* Xn 

<0tcubo,s paper in 1952 he discussed the problem of a shaft press-fitted 

with a collar* He took into account the variations of pressure be¬ 

tween the two members caused by end effects* However, he assumed that 

there would be contact all along the inner surface of the collar* In 

this thesis it will be shown that his assumption is incorrect for the 

case of thin-walled pipes* Hence, his solutions may need modifica¬ 

tions to give the true stress picture* For the case TJkubo studied he 

noted the pressure was a maximum at the end of the joint and readied 

a value two to three times larger than the pressure at a distance far 

away from the end of the fit* 

The problem to he investigated in this thesis is the end effect : 

in a shrink fit between two thin-walled pipes which are under no 



external axial restraint. This problem is being investigated for the 

following reasons. Fiold and laboratory failures conclusively indicate 

that failure in shrink and press fit3 usually occurs near the end of a 

joint. It would therefore be desirable to have information suggesting 

designs to minimise those failures. Design improvements originated 

in the laboratories have already been mentioned* However, the 

following set of questions plus many others are still unanswered* Is 

the pressure a constant along the contact surface? Doss the choice of 

material for either member of the joint seriously affect the fatigue 

strength of the joint? Will welding the members where contact between 

them ceases alter the situation? Is contact continuous along the 

length of the collar? For various situations how rapidly do end effects 

die out? Do the physical dimensions of either pipe have much bearing 

on the problem? Do end effects cause large local banding stresses? 

To date the above questions have been answered incompletely by 

analysis* Fast analytical methods have usually considered the pressure 

between the two bodies constant at every point of contact* It trill 

be shown in this thesis that this assumption is not always correct* 

The method of approach to be employed here trill be to consider cases 

which are comparatively easy to analyze. 

This analysis will be concerned only with elastic thin-walled 

pipes, since such cylinders are easier to handle mathematically than 

thick-walled ones* Sinco the end effects die out rapidly, only one 

end of the joint noed bo treated. Because of the same consideration, 

the inner cylinder trill be taken to project from the outer one a 

distance sufficient to allow the end effects to dio out* Mathematically 



this corresponds to tho outer cylinder extending in one direction along 

its axis to infinity, while the inner one extends to infinity in both 

directions* Thus the end effects will die out before they reach the 

ends of the physical pipes being considered* From the results of the 

analysis, stress concentration factors will be obtained* Those factors 

will be tho ratio of the maximum hoop or bending stress to the hoop 

stress on the surface of the inner cylinder at a position where the 

end effects have died out* It should be noted that the last mentioned 

stress is the one calculated by the elementary theory of shrink fits* 

Stress concentrations factors greater than one will be found. This 

indicates the need for closer study of the end effects in shrink fits* 

Two general cases will bo analyzed* 3a one, the pipes trill have 

no restraint except the pressure exerted by one on the other* Analysis 

will show that continuous contact along the entire inner surface of 

the outer pipe is a mathematical impossibility, and therefore, a 

physical impossibility also* 3h the other case, pipes joined by means 

of a weld trill bo analyzed* For this problem a solution will exist 

for the range of parameters which is physically reasonable* The 

welded end case, strictly speaking, is applicable only In cases there 

the welding ie performed during the shrinking process. If the welding 

wore done after the shrink fit were completed, one might argue that 

the effect would be different. However, it is not unreasonable to 

claim that essentially the same physical situation trill result* 3h 

any event, inhomogeneity in microstructure due to welding will be 

ignored* 

For the solution with a wolded end the stress concentration 
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factors ;jiH be calculated for various physical situations* The data 

will prove adequate for the drawing of general conclusions regarding 

trends of the stress concentration factors* 



DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND THEIR GENERAL SOLUTION FOR SHRINK PITS OF 

THBT*»WALLED PIPES WITH WO AXIAL RESTRAINT 

The shrink fit situation described in the title is illustrated in 

Figure 1* 

Symbols to be used in the following analysis are defined below* 

The subscript 4 refers to the inner.pipe} g denotes the outer pipe* 

For example denotes Young*s modulus for the inner pipej t0 refers 

to the thickness of the outer pipe* 

•——“X 

Figure 1 

x axial distance measured along pipe with the origin in 

the plane of first contact between the two pipes | + to 

the right (See Figure 1)« 

w(x) radial deflection of the pipes for positive values of xj 

+ outward* 

W(x) radial deflection of pipe for negative values of xj 

*1* outward# 

A shrink allowance on radii* 

v radii of pipes (defined as average radius)* 
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E Young*a modulus of elasticity* 

fi Poisson*a ratio* 

t thickness of pipes* 

q(x) normal stress between pipes; + if tensile ( q(x) will 

actually be negative)* 

a,b,c,d integration constants* 

M(x) bending moment; + if it causes compression in outer fibers* 

V(x) transverse shear; + if inward on right of cross-section* 

bending stress* 

hoop stress* 

dj^ hoop stress in inner pipe t&ere end effects have died out* 

Because several groups of terms will appear many times in the 

analysis, the following definitions are listed; 

B = Et3 / 12 (1-t?) 

F. a Et / r2 

4n4 - Fi / Di 

4m4 = (Fi + F0)/ (Di + D0) 

°c - m / n . 

u = Fi / F0 

j = u/ (1 + w) 

K(J,«<) =1/ [2(1 + «2> + (J'*)'1 (]°? * l)2] 
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Growing out of the theory of beams on an elastic foundations is 

a theory for thin-walled pipes subjected to normal stress (See Den Hartog, 

chapter 5)* In the problems to be discussed here, the normal stress 

will consist of pressure exerted by one pipe on the other* This can 

never be a tensile load since neither pipe can pull on the other# 

Hence, when the pipes are not in contact, the normal stress between them 

must be aero* 

The differential equations applicable in Figure 1 ares 

(0 ®iwi* * *1 (x) Fiwi(x) 3 for positive x, 

(2) D0w0"M(x) + F0
wo^) 3 for positive x, 

(3) D 

0
 t! 

fir 1 for negative x* 

The shrink fit condition is simply 

(4) v0(x) - Wi(x) «s A for positive x* 

The general solution of CO-(4) is obtainable without recourse 
to the boundary conditions* To find the solutions for w(x), W(x), 

and q(x), add (l) to (2) in order to eliminate the unknown function 

q(x)* Then use 4 to eliminate w0(x) and its derivatives. This 

gives 

(5) wi
,,M(x) + 4m^W£(x) = -FQA/ (Dj + D0)* 

Equation (3) may be rewritten as 

(6) W±""Cx) +4n^Wi(x) = 0. 



Equations (5) and (6) are readily solvable, and then u0(x) ie 

obtained from (4) and q(x) from either (l) or (2)* However, noting 

that w^(x) and %(x) must approach constant values, as l:: I approaches 

infinity, one sees that certain terms in the general solution of (5) 

and (6) will be asroj namely, those terms containing exponential func¬ 

tions of x which become infinite as ixl approaches infinity* Then, 

the solutions are 

(7) w^(x) » «*A/ (l + u) + e*305 (a cos mx + b sin mx), 

(8) Wjt(x) » e"*®35 ( c cos nx + d sin nx)* 

As already indicated, w0(x) and q(x) are now obtained by means of 

(4) and CO to give 

(?) w0(x) «Aw/ (1 + u) + e”
53* (a cos mx + b sin nx), 

(10) q(x) = Fid - °C^) e"®* (a cos mx + b sin mx) - F^A / (l + u) 

Equations (7)-d0) give the general solution to the differential 

equations* The Integration constants a,b,c,d are to be determined from 

boundary conditions* 3h the following sections special boundary condi¬ 

tions will be considered* 
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PROOF OF LACK OF CONTACT ALONG COMPLETE LENGTH OF “ORDINARY” SlfolMK FIT 

Xe It possible that ovary point on the inner surface of the outer 

pipe is in contact with soma point of inner pipe (see Figure l) after 

a shrink fit has been completed? The conditions for such a solution 

are continuity of deflection, slops, and moment for the inner pipe at 

x = 0. Shear continuity is not necessary since there might be a con¬ 

centrated force acting between the pipes at x = 0. Another condition 

is that the moment at the left end of the outer pipe must be zero* The 

first three conditions give 

Cu) Wl{0) a W^O) 

(12) v** (0) = %»(0) 

Co) '^•>(0) a 1^11(0) 

The vanishing of the moment in the outer pipe at x =* 0 implies 

CL4) V*(0) *; 0 

Considering an infinitesimal seotion including both the inner 

and outer pipe (See Figure 2) 

Vi 

Vo 

wzz} 3M° 

I i VI J M‘ 

Figure 2 
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will disclose the following equilibrium condition on the shears s 

(15) »»(0) = DiW^KO) + Dowo«»«(0). 

The five conditions (Il)-(15) must now be applied to the general 

solutions which contain only four integration constants* Therefore, 

one night suspect that, in general, there is no solution. But are 

there any set of values for the parameters of the problem for which 

a solution exists? It i/ill be shown that the answer is noJ i l 

To this end, the solutions (7)-(9) are substituted into the 

ditions (11)«(15)* These conditions upon simplification become, 

respectively, 

(16) a - c — A/ (l + u) 

(17) am+tsa-en-dn = 0 

(18) bm2 + dn2 = 0 

(19) b =» 0 

(20) a + b + «( CJ (c - d) / (l + u) — 0 • 

From (19) and (18) it is evident that b = d = 0, so that (17) 

yields c = - na / n* 

On substituting this into (16) and (20), one obtains two condi¬ 

tions for a, namely, 

a = A/ (1 + u)(l + *) 
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or 

a[l - c<2 u / (1 + u)] = 0 • 

Hence the conditions (l6)-(20) would be satisfied only if 

<*2u/(l + u)=l. 

On squaring this relation and using the defining equations for m 

and n, this becomes 

FiDi = (Pi + Po)(l)i + Do) 

or : 

Vi » + (Vo + Vi + FoDo) • 

But this can hold only if the F,s and the D*s Tranish, which is 

physically impossible. Thus the boundary conditions assumed cannot 

possibly exist. This means that the end of the outer pipe must Hlifb 

off** the inner pipe* 



SHRINK FIT WITH WELDED ENDS 
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It has boon proven that “lifting off" of a free ond will occur 

in a shrink fit. Oho obvious way to attempt to prevent “lifting off“ 

is to veld the outer pipe to the inner one. It will be shown that 

welding the free end of the outer pipe will be sufficient to ensure 

contact between the two pipes all along the inner surface of the outer 

pipe. 

Determination of Integration Constants 

In this situation the continuity of deflection and slope in the 

inner pipe will be maintained as before. lira more boundary condi¬ 

tions result from equations of shear and moment equilibrium obtained 

from Figure 2, Thus the boundary conditions (ll), (12) , and (15) are 

the same as before while (13) and (14) are replaced by the single 

condition. 

(a) *(°) 53 DiV'fo) + Vo’'<°) • 

Thus formulae (16), (17), and (20) apply as before, while (2L) 

gives 

(22) b + u °C2 d / (1 + o). 

Equations (16), (17), (20), and (22) may be solved for the in¬ 

tegration constants, n,b,c, and 4* The results are 
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(23) c « -A h(j,<*) [1 4- (1 + 2=03 / j°< (1 + w) 

(24) d -A h(j,<*) (-1 + J*2)./.^ (1 + u) 

(25) b = +A h(3,e() (-1 + $£) c< / (1 + u) 

(26) a = +A h(J,=0 ( 2 + c< + jo(3) / d + u)# 

Let P* bo the sum of the concentrated forces exerted on the outer 

pipe at x = 0 fcy ring contact pressure of the Inner pipe and of the 

weld* A positive value of P* indicates a tensile stress* M* is the 

concentrated moment exerted by the inner pipe on the outer pipe at 

x = 0 through the weld* A positive value for 14* causes compressive 

stresses in the outer fibres of the outer pipe* These quantities are 

readily determined frem equilibrium considerations of the infinitesimal 

element shown in Figure 3* 

OUTER PIPE 

M*( \ 5 *«» 
P* VeCO) 

Figure 3 

M* =Dowo"<0) , 

Thus 

(27) 

(28) 
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Substituting into (27) and (23) from (9) » (25)» and (26) gives 

(29) . M* = + 2D($ifc& h(J,«) (1 - 3*2) / (1 + o) 

(30) P* = - 4V&V fafo,*) (i + jc<3) / (1 + (J). 

V, ' ’ * 

Further by use of (10)* 

(31) q(x) * -C-Fi A / (l + M)] 1 - h(j,«=<) (l - o^)' e*0® [ (2 + <* 

+ j°£) cos rax + °((jo<? - l) sin xnx] 

and by (7)# 

(32) t^Cx) »■ - [A / (1 + o)J 1 - h(J,<=<) e"®* [ (2 + «C + jc£) cos me 

+ ^(jc^-l) sin rax] 

and by (8)s 

(33) W4(x) * - A b(3,c() e4** [ (1 + J*2 + 2j«£) cos nx 

+ (J**2 - 1) sin nx] / (1 + u) * 

The equations (29)-(33) will be used to study the physical 

situation* 
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Linitationa on Parameters 

Sines the stresses, deflections, etc* are all functions of the 

dimensionless parameters °< and to, it is worthwhile to consider what 

values of these parameters are likely to appear in practice* It would 

seem unlikely that the follotoing ratios would be exceeded s 

%/ £•<> ~ 3, rji / r0 » 1*1, and t±/ tQ » 3* From the definitions 

u * (B£ / E0) (% / tc) (r0 / r*)2* 

The maximum value of u bo cones 10, and the minimum value, found 

by talcing the reciprocal, equals 1 / 10* 

From the definition of j it is evident that j will vary between 

1 / 11 and 10 / 11* Increasing values of j will correspond to increas¬ 

ing values of to* 

The range of °< will now be investigated using one additional 

premise, namely, that Poisson*s ratio is the same for both inner and 

outer pipe and equals 0*3* Hence, from the definition it follows 

^ = 1 / ) [1 + (Bo / B,) (t0 / tt)
3]. 

The minimum value of equals approximately 1/3 and occurs when 

j is at its maxima* The maximum value of «< equals approximately unity 

and occurs when J is at its minimum* 

It will now be proved that it is always possible to pick and to 

independently of each other within their already determined respective 

ranges* 
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From the defining equations for m and n it is apparent that 

*t / ”43 = (pi + Fo> / C% + D0) «$•]. 

Hence, 

D0 / Vi afL / / t^)- 1. 

The ratio of D0 / must be positive to have physical signifi¬ 

cance* Therefore 

(1 / °£) (1 + 1 / o) 1 

or 

1/ (3^) l. 

Since it has already been shorn that j will always bo less than 

unity, one observes that the inequality will always be satisfied for ®C 

less than or equal to one* Thus, it has been proved that and u may 

be picked independently of each other within the values which are 

physically feasible as determined above* 

If equations (29)-(33) are to be applicable for all values of 

the parameters <=< and u and the variable x, one other condition must 

always be satisfied, namely, q(x) must never be a positive number* 

If q(x) wore positive, the implication would be that one pipe exerts 

a pull on the other which is physically impossible* The proof that 

q(x) is always negative is given below. 

Let f(®<) « [h(j,°C)]"^*; Note that 

f(<*) «2t2'<+2^f + 1 / j=C* 
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Observe that q(x) will always be negative If f (°<) is always 

greater than the terms in the backet in (3l)* It is passible to 

write f (°<) in the following new fom 

£(°0 - g(j) + 2 + a*2 

where 

g(j) = ¥? + (l / 3=4. 

The minimum value of g(j) determined by means of calculus is 

2=(* Hence, the minimum value of f (°0 now becomes 

f(=<W = 2 + &.+ &1
1. 

The problem has now reduced itself to showing that the sum of the 

absolute values of the coefficients of the trigonometric terms in 

q(x) is always less than f That 3um of the absolute values is 

2 + 3< which is obviously less than f O^Orr^n.* The proof that q(x) 

will always be negative for the values of °< and u which have physical 

significance has now been completed* 

It will be convenient to note that 

(2 + 2=<) / (2 + 4°< + 2*2) * 1 / (1 + «) * (34) 
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Stress Factors and Numerical Data 

Will the end effects in the vicinity of the weld cause the stress 

in the inner pipe to be greater than at x = + °P. ? The reason for the 

question is that the stress at x = + is the easiest criterion to 

apply in design. If the stress at x = + °C> In the inner pipe is larger 

than at any other position along the pipe, then truly the easy design 

criterion is a good one. Two stress concentration factors will he de¬ 

fined, namely, a bending stress concentration factor, B.S.C.F., and a 

hoop stress concentration factor, H.S.C.F. In a mathematical form, they 

are defined below. 

(35) B.S.C.F* 3 fij)/ 

(36) H.S.C.F* s tfjj/ * 

Note that the B.S.C.F. and the H.S.C.F# both depend on the variable 

x. 

It will be shown below that B.S.C.F* (x) can never exceed unity 

for positive values of x. (No such statement may bo made for negative 

values of x). 

From Hooko*G law, neglecting radial stresses, 

(37) <*h 55 (Ew / r) + 11 dfc. 

The hoop stress at x = + °< becomes 

(38) OjiMEA/r CL + o)Jt 



(39) 

The bonding stress on an extreme fiber of the inner pipe is 

2 
<Jb = 6 %(*) / H • 

Knowing that %(x) = DJWJ.** (x), one observes that the bending 

stress becomes 

(40) tfb = 12 Dj, A n2 ^ h(3,°() e*®* [ (2 + <* + j<^) cos rax + 

«(3®<? - 1) sin ms] / (l + u) t£
2 « 

From (40), the tens in the brackets multiplied by hfj/*) cannot 

exceed 1 / 0- + **)• Using the definitions for I>£ and n, one notes 

that for positive values of x, the bending stress concentration faotor 

may be rewritten as the inequality* 

B.S.O.F. 1.820 e*2/ & + °0 • 

However,for «< between 3/3 end 1, the maximum value of °^ / (1 + ®<) 

is 3/2. Therefore, the maximum value of B.S.C.F. is 0.910, and for 

positive values of x, the proof that the B.S.C.F* cannot exceed unity 

is completed. 

Formulae for the B.S.C.F. both in the region of positive and 

negative x are given below. These formulae are obtained by straight¬ 

forward substitution into the defining equation of the B.S.C.F. (35)* 

Beneath the respective formulae for the B.S.C.F. there are written 

formulae for the values of x for which the B.S.G.F. has extrema. The 

latter equations are obtained by setting the derivative of the B.S.C.F* 



with respoot to x equal to zero and solving for x. Jh (41) and (43) 

it is not necessary that fx - 0*3* although V oust he the sone for each 

member* 

Thus for positive values of x» 

(41) B.S.C.F* = A/3 /I d - (?) e"®35
 [«(1 - 

cos nx + (2 + «< + j^) sin mx] » 

(42) «x" ® (1 / m) tan*”1 (L + / (1 + *) • 

For negative values of x* 

(43) B.S,C*F* = ^3 / (1 - $) e”* h(J,«) [(1 - cos n% + 

(1 + + 33^) sin nx] / * 

(44) ttx" = 0/n) tan
-1
 (l + $<£) / C-j^l + «)] • 

General formulae for the H*S*C*F* will now bo obtained* % defi¬ 

nition the 

(45) H.S.C.F* » EEJW£(X) / T± ±€>fi Mji (x) / tj2] / dfc< # 

The choice of sign preceding the last term allows two solutions 

for the H.S.C*F* (x) to be obtained at any value of x* One. solution 

is applicable to the inner fiber* the other to the outer fiber of the 

pipe* Since it is impossible to predict whether the plus or the minus 

sign will be used in obtaining the maximum value of the H.S.G.F*, one 

must derive two separate formulae for the H*S*C*F* in preparation for 
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finding the maxtoun of the H.S.C.F. 2a a manner similar to that used 

in finding the maximum value of the B,S»C.F*9 one finds the formulae 

for the IUS.G.F. and equations for the position of the extrema* 

Thus, for positive values of x9 

(46) H.S.C.F. -1 + [e"®* h(3,<*)][ (.545 c£ . ,545 $$ - 2 - «C - 

to?) cos ms + CU09^ + .545 «? + .545 3®? + * - 3s?) 

sinmx]9 

(47) "x« » (1 / a) tan*"1 (2+2* + 1.09 + 1.09 3°?) / (1*09 + 

1.09 «? - 2 - 2 j°?) • ■ 

(48) H.S.C.F* = 1 + [e"®* h(3,eC))( (- *545 *3 + .545 3°? - 2 - « 

-3«^) cos ms + (-1.09 - .545 ®? - .545 j*5 + 

°( - 3°?) sin mx]9 

(49) "x” « d / m) tan"1 (-2 - 2* + l,09*2 + 1.09 ) / (2 + 

2 j*3 4-1*09 «<? 1*09 *?) ♦ 

For negative values of x9; 

(50) H.S.C.F. = [e032 h(3,«C)][,(l#545 + .455 3*2 + 2.00 3*3) 

cos ax * (-#455 + 1.545 3°^ + 1.09 3^) sin ax] / 3* , 

'be" * (1/ a) tan"1 (1*09 + 2*00 3*2 + 3.09 3°?) / (2.00 + 

.91 3=? - 1.09 3°^) *• 

(51) 
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(52) H.S.C.F. « [om: h(j,e()H (*455 + 1*545 ^ + 2.00 j°£) cop nx + 
(-1.545 + .455 j*2 -1.09 & ) sin nx] / j* , 

(53) "x" » (1 / n) tan"1 (-1.09 + 2.00 $£ + .91 $£) / (2.00 + 

1.09 + 3.09 j=£) • 

By using (41)-(53), one is able to find the maximum value of the 

stress concentration factors. These values are illustrated in 

Figures 4-7. From these figures it is evident that decreasing either 

of the dimensionless parameters and u tends to increase the maximum 

value of the stress concentration factors. In every instance when the 

maximum bending stress concentration factor is larger than one, its 

location is an infinitesimal distance to the left of the origin (See 

Figure l). It is interesting to note that even though the B.S.C.F. 

cannot be greater than unity for positive values of x (See page 25), 

the B.S.C.F* can possess values larger than one at an infinitesimal dis¬ 

tance to the left of tho origin. This is caused by the concentrated 

bending moment M transmitted by the veld at the origin. In the cases 

when the maximum bending stress concentration factor was about 1/4, the 

position where the maximum occurred was not at tho origin. Table 1 

gives the maximum bending stress concentration factor and the position 

at which it occurs for various values of u, with °< = 1* Another 

interesting observation is that the maximum hoop stress concentration 

factor is always greater than one. From Figure 5 it is evident that 

the hoop stress concentration is more sensitive to changes in the parameter 

u than in the changes of It was found always to be true that the 
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maximum hoop stress was in the outer fiber* In the numerical calcula¬ 

tions made, whenever the maximum hoop stress concentration factor was 

greater than 1*1, its position was an infinitesimal distance to the 

left of the origin* This can be attributed to the effect of the high 

value of the local bending moment* In no other case did the maximum 

hoop stress concentration factor occur at negative x* 

From Figures 4 and 5 it is seen that the maximum bending stress 

concentration factor reached a peak value of 1*66, while the maximum 

hoop stress concentration factor reached a peak value of 1*43* How¬ 

ever, except when both °< and u are small, the maximum hoop stress con¬ 

centration factor exceeds the maximum bending stress concentration* 

The existence of stress concentration factors as large as 1*66 is 

noteworthy* 
^ n 

From Figures 3 and 9, M and P may be obtained for the case of 

«■ « 
<=< = 1* The absolute values of M and P reach their respective extrs- 

* 
mum when u is near its minimum, but not at its minimum* Note that M 

3 
is always positive while P is always negative* 

Another interesting fact is that there is one case in which the 

pressure between the pipes is constant* As stated before, that Is the 

assumption made in most older work* It is seen from (31) that q(x) 

is a constant when c< = 1* From Figures 4 and 5 it Is apparent that 

the lowest values of the maximum stress concentration factors axe gen¬ 

erally obtained for the case <=( =» 1* Hence, neglecting pressure varia¬ 

tion at the end of the collar may lead to serious error when °< is not 

equal to one* 
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RE3CLT5 AND CONCLtEIONS 

As stated previously* this thesis was undertaken in an effort to 

find a. more rational basis for the design of shrink fits* The analysis 

was restricted to thin-walled pipes in order to present the problem in 

its easiest mathematical form* This analysis indicated that contact 

along the complete length of a collar shrunk on a long shaft cannot 

exist unless additional constraints are applied to the collar* To 

check the validity of this theory as well as for other reasons* W* C» 

Lindsey of The Rice Institute* tested a shrink fit for thin-walled 

pipes* Before the collar was shrunk on* its outside diameter was 

obtained at various positions along its length* After the shrink fit 

was completed, the measurements were repeated at the same positions 

along the collar# Naturally* larger values were recorded In the second 

case* Then by subtraction* the difference in outside diameters was 

obtained at various positions along the pipe* The reason for obtaining 

differences was to minimise machining irregularity* (Actually at any 

one position along the collar* the outside diameter was measured not 

just once* but four times* by rotating the micrometer forty-five de¬ 

grees between measurements* Then an average outside diameter was 

calculated at the position considered* The purpose of this procedure 

was to further minimise machining irregularities)* Qa the basis of 

the analytical work* the prediction was made that the differences 

mentioned above would be greater near the ends of the collar than 

elsewhere. The prediction was based on the tendency to ’’lift offn 

at the ends* After the laboratory work was completed* the prediction 
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was found substantiated* The diametral increase of the end section was 

approximately 50 per cent greater than the diametral increase of the 

other sections* 

The purpose of the discussion of the shrink fit with welded ends 

was to obtain a "feeling" for future shrink fit analysis as well as to 

obtain a perspective for the welded end case* That analysis predicts 

a stress concentration factor as large as 1*66 is indicative of the 

need for careful end effect studies* ' Since the position where the 

largest stresses were found to occur was at x » 0, one should not 

expect the analytical results to apply exactly to a physical situation* 

The physical weld is not concentrated as x = 0 as the mathematical one 

is* Since the local situation produces an extremely important effect, 

a physical variation of any sizable magnitude from the mathematical 

idealization causes departures from the analytical predictions* If 

one were to pursue the welded situation further, the detailed shape of 

the weld should be considered thoroughly* 

Additional work was started by the author in an attempt to analyze 

the shrink fit problem with "free ends"* Unfortunately, the problem 

is more difficult to handle mathematically* However, the "free end" 

problem is of considerable interest and more work undoubtedly will be 

performed on the subject* Even more difficult problems occur in which 

torsion and bending are transmitted through the joint* Another problem 

is one in which a tendency for sliding appears* Then friotlon must be 

inoluded in the analysis* All of these problems are amenable to attack 

by thin-walled pipe theory* There is also a need for analyses of 

thick-walled pipes and also for solid shafts* 
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Qae reason for this thesis was to demonstrate that it is possible 

to account analytically for end effects in shrink fits* Xt is hoped 

that this thesis lays the groundwork for future shrink fit analysis* 
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TABLE 1 

y 2/10 3/5 3/2 1 2 5 10 

B#S,C*Fs(max.) ' 1*06 0.75 0.39 0.29 0.30 0.29 0.29 

m*x 0“ 0* o" -0.98 -0.84 +0.74 +0.76 

Dependence of the Value and Position of the Maximum Bending Stress 

Concentration Factor on the Parameter u for the Case °< = 1 


